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Context: Citizen Science is a growing field in today’s technology driven world, where             

participants collect information or observations of particular phenomena in multitudes of           

domains. As citizen science deals with a lot of people submitting data, it is prone to data quality                  

issues due to multiple factors such as inaccurate, incomplete or invalid data which might lead to                

unintended results. Goal: To identify the attributes that define data quality and also provide a set                

of mechanisms that needs to be followed in order to achieve better data quality standard.               

Methods : This thesis studies different kinds of issues that occur in citizen science projects, the               

attributes of data quality that are affected by the issues, mechanisms which can help in solving                

them. Result: At the end, framework Illu was proposed which suggests a set of mechanisms               

which if followed can improve the data quality in citizen science projects. Conclusion : In              

conclusion, it can be said that citizen science projects are prone to unreliable data if the                

researchers and scientist conducting the studies do not take into account the data quality aspects               

and incorporate the solutions to tackle the issue. 
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Improving  Data Quality in Citizen Science 

1 Introduction 

Any project that involves people to observe, monitor, report any phenomenon using a standard              

method can be called a citizen science project. The number of citizen science projects has               

increased largely from around 370 in 2015 to around 700 in 2018 (Nature, 2019). One main                

reason that can be credited for this increase is the rise of mobile devices across the world. By the                   

end of 2018, the total number of mobile subscriptions stood around 7.9 billion (Ericsson.com,              

2019). It has been seen and predicted that the number of smart devices per user has been                 

increasing many fold over the years (Statista, 2019) making it easier for people to participate in                

scientific research where such devices can be used as tools to capture and record scientific               

observations (Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010).  

 

Even though technological advancement such as internet, mobile phones, and applications have            

made it easier for people to get involved in scientific research, people involved in the project             

might not have any form of formal scientific training. Their view of problems differs compared               

to the view of scientists making their observational data quality non standard. There are many               

challenges that need to be addressed in order to use this data as evidence for scientific research                 

that is valid, fruitful and acceptable (Bonter and Cooper, 2012). Observations made by people for               

a research project can have many anomalies. Absence of standardised models for citizen science              

projects, lack of hypothesis (Silvertown, 2009), lack of motivation, insufficient training (Hunter,            

Alabri and van Ingen, 2012), overwhelmed, inattentive, digital immigrants (Budde et al. , 2017)             

are some of the anomalies which can lead to incomplete or inaccurate data collection.  

 

Data quality is one of the most serious issues which needs to be addressed for a meaningful                 

research (Hochachka et al. 2012), (Kosmala et al. 2016), (Williams et al 2018). Though there is a                 

lack of systematic methods in civic sensing to address those issues (Lukyanenko, Parsons and              

Wiersma, 2016), the challenges citizen science projects face can be addressed by adopting             
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standardized processes (Bonney et al. 2009) aimed to improve data quality. Validating data             

collected, addressing the issues of data quality would help in making citizen science a widely               

accepted scientific practice (Dickinson, Zuckerberg and Bonter, 2010), (Crowston and          

Prestopnik, 2013). 

 

The objective of this work is to 1) identify and analyze different issues related to data quality that                  

are prevalent in citizen science projects and 2) develop mechanisms and metrics which could              

help in improving the data quality in citizen science projects, so as to make citizen science                

research more authentic, valid and useful for scientific research on different domains..  

 

To achieve these objectives, more than dozens of the citizen science projects were reviewed from               

their literature, archives of databases, and interviews of experts in the field. Interviews of             

researchers and developers involved in participatory sensing projects were conducted to identify            

the issues and challenges that they have faced. This helped in building a table of different issues                 

found and used or probable solutions to solve the issue. In order to validate the solutions, we                 

have developed a citizen sensing platform named SENSEI . Sensei is a participatory sensing              

movement involving different sectors of the society ranging from researchers to individuals who             

worked together to co-create civic technologies so as to monitor environmental issues of             

common interest. Later the same platform was provided to school students ( DO-IT) for testing a               

few other mechanisms. This helped us in creating the framework ‘ILLU’ (Fig 1), which              

translates to home in my native language, Telugu. 

 

Sensei is a platform available for both web and android platforms. After identifying the issues               

and probable mechanisms, Sensei platform was developed to test the working and to justify our               

concerns in choosing those mechanisms. Thus, it can be stated that this platform is developed               

embedding a multitude of mechanisms which help in increasing the trust in data quality. It               

contains both the software level mechanisms and also includes the mechanisms related to             

participant selection, metric selection for evaluation, etc.. With some findings regarding the            

citizen science projects using hardware devices for collecting observations, this platform was            
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designed to check the anomalies that can occur due to issues in hardware by use of a flic button                   

as a hardware add-on equipment to send signal to the mobile application in order to create an                 

observation. Each step from designing the user interfaces to selection of participants was done              

considering a lot of parameters to make a fruitful study. A few new issues were identified during                 

the course of study and identified mechanisms were embedded and released over planned             

over-the-air updates. 

 

In order to make sure that the public can collect and submit accurate data requires researchers to                 

incorporate three critical aspects : 1) clear protocols for data collection, 2) simple data forms, and                

3) support documents to help participants understand the protocols and submit their information             

(Bonney et al. , 2009). A framework Illu for improving data quality in citizen science projects                

was designed, developed and iterated during this process. Illu comprises 61 number of metrics              

(see Figure 1) that were identified and tested during the environmental sensing initiative and              

validated through literature and expert interviews. This framework is important because it            

provides a set of steps that may be followed by researchers to overcome the challenges of data                 

quality and establishes a set of guidelines or processes that makes the observations valid and               

trustworthy for researchers that depend on people for conducting studies and recording            

observations. 

 

The results of this work show that the main data quality issues citizen science projects face are:                 

Accessibility, Accuracy, Consistency, Completeness, Reliability, Relevancy, timeliness etc.        

There is no single solution for these issues because they are complex and require action on                

different levels and time spans. However, this thesis present a useful tool for practitioners and               

researchers who may want to run a citizen science project. We concluded that citizen science               

projects, which are an important way of conducting scientific studies of different nature and              

magnitude, is prone to unreliable data, if the researchers and scientist conducting the studies do               

not take into account the data quality aspects and incorporate the solutions to tackle the issue.                

Issues of data quality in citizen science is listed along with the possible solutions in form of                 

different mechanisms that can be applied to mitigate these issues. Additionally, a set of metrics               
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that define data quality in citizen science is presented and the mechanisms developed that can be                

applied to attain these metrics of data quality. A framework that proposes a set of steps that                 

should be followed by citizen scientist and researchers to make sure that the observations or               

phenomena being observed by citizens are accurately captured and analysed for the study or              

research results to be valid. 

 

Figure 1 : Framework Illu 
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We recommend future work to focus on finding other relevant attributes of data quality that can                

be critical in a participatory project. Additionally, future work in this field could look into the                

possibility of creating automated tools that can evaluate a citizen science project based on the               

data quality metrics presented in this report. Also, in the future, new data quality attributes can                

be added to the described framework.  

1.1 Data Quality and Society 

One main difference between citizen science data and regular scientific studies is that the data               

collected in citizen science are observations submitted by individuals, which can be termed as              

the first stage of analysis performed by the people, and thus can have significant variations in the                 

phenomenon being observed (Shirk et al. , 2019). Data quality is defined as a multidimensional              

measure of accuracy, completeness, consistency, and timeliness (Wand and Wang, 1996).  

1.2 Problem Statement 

People generally lack formal scientific training. Their view problems differs the view of             

scientists resulting in the reduction of quality of data collected. Data quality issues range from               

validating, detecting and eliminating a compromised piece of data. There is a lack of systematic               

methods in civic sensing to address those issues (Lukyanenko, Parsons and Wiersma, 2016). 

1.3 Research Questions 

The research objectives of this study is to 1) identify and analyze different issues related to data                 

quality that are prevalent in citizen science projects and 2) develop mechanisms and metrics              

which could help in improving the data quality aspects in citizen science projects, so as to make                 

citizen science research more authentic, valid and useful for scientific research.  

 

In order to achieve these objectives, we designed the following  set of questions:  

RQ 1 : What are the data quality issues that citizen science projects face? 

RQ 2 : How do we measure the data quality in citizen science? 
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RQ 3 : What are the different mechanisms or metrics available currently for improving the data                

quality? 
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2 Literature Review 

Definition of citizen science was given by Irwin: “ developing concepts of scientific citizenship             

which foregrounds the necessity of opening up science and science policy processes to the              

public”  (Irwin, 1995).  

 

Since then, many other key terms have been used to refer to the involvement of people in                 

research through monitoring; Participatory Sensing (PS), also known as Urban, Citizen, or            

People-Centric Sensing, can be defined as a form of citizen engagement for capturing the issues               

in surrounding environment for contributing to finding the solution of specific issues which help              

in public health and well-being (Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010) . People start on their              

own initiative, or initiated and encouraged by city authorities to collect media, and other data               

using different tools to monitor the environment and share the collected data to a common               

storage. The collected data is analysed by people or city authorities which helps in conclusions               

and action plans are drawn, and actions are taken (Holler et al. , 2014). Crowd sourced science,                

community science, crowd science, civic science, volunteer monitoring are all used as synonyms             

for citizen science (Doyle et al. , 2019) 

2.1 Citizen Science 

Citizen Science campaigns involve people in the monitoring of a phenomenon of common             

interest. A recruitment service which helps in selecting the participants considers campaign            

specifications and recommends participants for involvement in data collection. There might be            

many specifications involving multiple factors including device capabilities of participant,          

demographic diversity, etc. However, this work concentrates on a specific set of requirements for              

recruitment: participants’ reputations as data collectors and availability in terms of geographic            

and temporal coverage (Estrin, 2010). 
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In recent years, there has been a tremendous increase in citizen science projects - like Galaxy                

Zoo, eBird, Air Quality monitoring - especially in areas where it requires the distribution of               

resources across the region (Hunter, Alabri and van Ingen, 2012). Moreover, there are certain              

domains of scientific studies that are now giving significant importance to citizen science for the               

purpose of research. Citizen scientists are involved in projects of varied nature covering a wide               

spectrum of research topics such as climate change, monitoring invasive species, biological            

conservation, ecological restoration, water quality monitoring, etc. (Silvertown, 2009). 

 

Citizen science has a long history full of scientific and civic achievements contributing to many               

fields like astronomy, biology and city management. Some examples of citizen science projects             

include: 

- An American ornithologist named Wells Cook, around 1880s, worked on gathering           

details regarding the arrival and departure of the birds in the spring and the fall (Askham                

et al. , 2013). The program continued till the 1970s. Over 6 million records were gathered               

during the entire period (Droege, 2007). 

- The Birdhouse Network was used to study the knowledge of bird biology of the              

participants. To study the attitudes of participants towards science and environment,           

models like Elaboration likelihood Model were used (Brossard et al. , 2005). 

- Foldit , is a computer game to help participants understand of protein folding (Mason and              1

Garbarino, 2016). 

- Galaxy Zoo was aimed to study astronomical data by helping to discover new classes of               2

galaxies. Over 250,000 volunteers took part in the experiment (Messenger et al. , 2012). 

2.2 Data Quality 

The concept of data quality differs based on the context it is being used. Because a data resource                  

which may have an acceptable quality level for certain contexts may not be enough in another                

context (Even and Shankaranarayanan, 2007). Thus, data quality can be defined by the context of               

1 https://fold.it/portal/ 
2 http://zoo1.galaxyzoo.org/Default.aspx 
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use and can be explained in terms of context as fitness for that particular use (Kahn, Strong and                  

Wang, 2002) 

 

However, to understand the concept of data quality and improve it, it is needed to understand                

what data means and what are the attributes that define the data quality. Though there are                

hundreds of attributes which directly or indirectly affect the quality, studies have proposed a few               

important attributes which can be major players when determining the quality (Pipino, Lee and              

Wang, 2002). 

 

Data quality is a very critical requirement for any project. To make sure that the public can                 

collect and submit accurate data requires researchers to provide three things: 1) clear protocols              

for data collection, 2) simple data forms, and 3) support documents to help participants              

understand the protocols and submit their information (Bonney et al. , 2009). However, with             

these safeguards are in place, it was observed that there are concepts which require special               

attention : issues of bias—a tendency to over report certain observation and to under report               

others — and a general reluctance of observers to enter data when they see only common                

phenomenon. 

 

 

Table 1: Data quality dimensions (Pipino, Lee and Wang, 2002), (Wand and Wang, 1996),              

(Sabrina, Murshed and Iqbal, 2016) 

Attribute Definition 

Accessibility 

This attribute explains the level of data which is available and retrievable. 
The better the retrieval, the better is the accessibility to data. Accessibility 
becomes the key issue in citizen science as the data shared by the citizens 
should be accessible by the citizen scientists and also other participants 
should be able to access the data. 

Appropriate 
amount of data 

This attribute explains the amount of data required for analysing the 
situation or issue. Appropriate amount of data doesn’t mean just quantity of 
data but it deals with the quality of the available amount of data. It helps in 
analysing the situation in correct methods with less errors. 
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Believability 

The attribute which explains the credibility of data is believability. The 
importance of this believability comes into act during the process of 
analysis. The more the data is believable, the better are the results. All the 
results of the experiment depend on this attribute and hence is considered as 
very important attribute in the field of data quality. 

Completeness 

Data is set to be complete if all the required values are filled. Completeness 
of data helps the system to process information and represent in a 
meaningful way. It is not tied to any data-related concepts. Less null values 
means more completeness. 

Concise 
Representation This attribute explains the extent to which data is compactly represented. 

Consistency 

This attribute has many references in data - to the values of data, 
representation of data, physical representation of data. Data is expected to be 
the same for the same situation. Different values are observed only if there is 
more than one state in the system matching a real state of the real system. 

Reliability 

This attribute explains the probability of preventing the errors. The more the 
data is reliable, the more accurate are the results. Reliability explains the 
amount of compatibility between expectations and capability. It also 
explains the ability of the machine to provide the right information. 

Interpretability 

This attribute explains the extent of clarity in terms of language, symbols, 
units and definitions. This is one of the key attributes which explains how 
the stakeholders of the system need to use it. For the analysis to be 
conducted properly, the users should be able to interpret and enter the data 
correctly.  

Objectivity 

This attribute explains the level of unbiasedness in the data. This attributes 
plays a key role at the citizen level. The more unbiased the citizens are, the 
more accurate the data is. In a way, it defines the overall quality of the data 
based on the user perspective. 

Relevancy 

This attribute of data quality explains how much of the data can be used or 
error free. More relevant the data, more is the accuracy of analysis. Though 
it seems to be a single attribute, it is dependent on many attributes like the 
more unbiased the citizen, the more relevant data is produced. 

Reputation 
This attribute explains the extent of similarity in the collected data to the 
original source. 
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Security 

This attribute explains the level to which the data is available for different 
stakeholders. In a way, this also explains the privacy factor of the user. 
Providing security to data and privacy to the user helps more users 
participate in the process. Security also deals with making the data available 
to different levels of users. All the users would not need all the data to be 
shown to them. End users would just need data they need while the officials 
or the scientists need data of many people. Security should take care of all 
these parameters while not compromising the user privacy. 

Timeliness 

This attribute explains if the data is out of date and the availability of output 
on time. There are 3 factors influencing the timeliness : the rate at which the 
information system is updated in comparison to the real world change, the 
rate of change in the real world system and the time when the data is being 
used. 

Understandability 

This attribute explains the level to which the data can be understood by 
different stakeholders of the system. It is this aspect that defines the ease of 
use of the system. It also defines the level to which the data can be 
comprehended by the analyst. 

Value-added 

This attribute explains the level to which data can add the value and in what 
are the advantages of the data collected. It is mainly affected by the 
relevancy. It affects the reliability of the system. 

Traceability 
This attribute explains the level to which the data is interpreted, documented, 
verified and accessible to the stakeholders. 

 

The effects of poor data quality are not just limited to analysis part but also cost a lot in terms of                     

economy. A simple wrong analysis made because of a wrong data would generate huge losses to                

the enterprise (Strong, Lee and Wang, 1997) . Recent research conducted by Gartner found that              

poor data quality can cost organizations an average of $15 million per year (Moore, 2018). 

 

Pattern of data quality attributes 

In order to improve data quality in any system taken into consideration, we first need to                

determine the methods, techniques and metrics with which we can understand quality of data.              

This can be done only by employing some kind of measurement on data. In other words, we need                  
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to measure the quality of data being used by a system in order to determine how valuable the                  

information is and what needs to be done to improve the quality (Heinrich and Klier, 2015). 

 

According to Strong, Lee and Wang, there are some patterns found in issues with data quality                

and they are grouped together with similar elements which provided four types of patterns of               

data quality issues (Strong, Lee and Wang, 1997) . These issues are : 

- Intrinsic Data Quality (Accuracy, Objectivity, Believability, Reputation) 

- Accessibility Data Quality (Accessibility, Data Security) 

- Contextual Data Quality (Value-added, Relevancy, Timeliness, Completeness,       

Appropriate amount of data) 

- Representational Data Quality (Interpretability, Ease of understanding, Representational        

Consistency, Concise Representation) 

 

Intrinsic Data Quality Patterns : 

Intrinsic data quality patterns are mainly caused because of mismatches among sources of same              

data. Initially, data consumers believe that there might be some kind of conflicts with data from                

multiple sources which leads to believability issues which leads to the issues of accuracy leading               

way to poor reputation which reduces the added value of the data. Thus, these four data quality                 

issues are grouped as a pattern (Strong, Lee and Wang, 1997) . 

 

Accessibility Data Quality Patterns 

Accessibility data quality problems are based on underlying concerns about technical           

accessibility and data-representation issues which are interpreted by data consumers as           

accessibility problems, and data-volume issues which are interpreted as accessibility problems           

(Strong, Lee and Wang, 1997) . 
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Figure 2 : Patterns of data quality adapted from (Strong, Lee and Wang, 1997) 

 

Contextual Data Quality Pattern 

Missing information, inadequately defined or measured data or data that is not properly             

aggregated would cause issues of data quality of contextual data quality pattern (Strong, Lee and               

Wang, 1997). 

 

 

Representational Data Quality Pattern 

This pattern helps the human to interpret, and understand the data. Consistency of representation              

and conciseness of data are aspects of this pattern. Research by Strong, Lee and Wang proposed                

that this pattern may affect the accessibility data quality pattern too (Strong, Lee and Wang,               

1997). 
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2.3 Assessing Data Quality 

Quality is measured generally in range of a number between 0 (poor) and 1 (perfect) (Pipino et                 

al. 2002). Data quality problem can be defined as any difficulty that disturbs one or more quality                 

dimensions that makes data completely or largely unfit for use. Data quality project is defined as                

the actions taken by the organisation to address a Data quality problem given some recognition               

of poor Data quality by the organization (Heinrich and Klier, 2015) 

 

Some of the key areas where data quality problems arise are: user device handling, activity               

measurement, environment (Budde et al. , 2017). 

 

Data quality can be analyzed using three themes and they are : Data quality metrics, Data quality                 

and testing, Data quality in the software development process (Bobrowski, Marré and            

Yankelevich, 1998). 

 

A Data quality project can be organised in 3 stages – problem identification, problem analysis               

and problem resolution. In the phase of problem identification, the organisation would focus on              

identifying the kinds of issues with the data they have. In the analysis phase, the organisation                

would plan on how the issue can be resolved, what are the tools and methods available to solve                  

the issue and finally in the resolution phase, actual steps towards solving the issue would be                

implemented (Strong, Lee and Wang, 1997) . 

2.4 Measuring data quality and methodologies to measure 

Data quality has gained a lot of interest due to the growth of warehouse systems, management                

support systems, customer relationship management and many other fields (Cappiello et al.            

2003; Heinrich and Helfert 2003; Kaiser et al. , 2007). More recently, it keeps on gaining               

attention because of the big data era.  
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Measuring the quality of data will help us to understand its value. We will get to know the value                   

our information and what needs to be done to improve data quality. Also, measuring the quality                

would help define the goals of a quality improvement strategy (Bobrowski, Marré and             

Yankelevich, 1998). 

 

An approach to do this is to define the requirements that need to be assessed right from the start                   

like functional and non-functional requirements. This way, as they would be part of the              

specification, we get to deal with them from the beginning. We get to know what kind of issues                  

we face in the system and be prepared to solve them. A set of metrics may be considered to                   

establish the requirements and check them at different stages of the development process. 

 

Once we measure the quality of our data in alignment with the chosen dimensions, we can decide                 

if our current data satisfies our expectations. Also, we get to know in which dimension it results                 

in failing of which specific aspect, and we also get a clear measure of the badness (Bobrowski,                 

Marré and Yankelevich, 1998). 

 

Methodologies for Measuring Data Quality 

As defined by (Wand and Wang, 1996), data quality is multidimensional with accuracy,             

completeness, consistency and timeliness as its dimensions. The above said dimensions would            

help in determining the quality of data. These dimensions if properly crafted can help in               

developing data quality audit guidelines and procedures which help improve the quality of data,              

help in the data collection process, and in comparing the outcomes conducted by different              

studies. 

 

Simple techniques like syntax validation, format, values, and checking the validity against            

schemas can help in improving data quality (Wiggins and He, 2016) . Use of history data to                

compare with current trends can also be used (Welvaert and Caley, 2016) . But as the complexity                

increases with limited historical data, the assessment requires more complex mechanisms. This            

can be solved to some extent by exploiting social network analysis tools to provide the trust of                 
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data. This was mainly used to solve the issues in Web 2.0 but can be applied to citizen science                   

too  (Lukyanenko, Parsons and Wiersma, 2016) . 
 

With data being received from multiple sources, accessing is not an issue but maintaining              

consistency and accuracy is important to make it usable. Unique representation of similar data              

across the platform helps increase the trust in data  (Strong, Lee and Wang, 1997). 

 

As we know the errors can be at any point of the life cycle of the data, errors at the time of                      

creation by volunteers make data useless from perspective of scientists even if the errors are               

limited  (Hunter, Alabri and van Ingen, 2012) . 
 

According to (Hunter, Alabri and van Ingen, 2012) , the causes of the majority of the errors were                 

due to: 

- Lack of validation and consistency checking. 

- Lack of automated metadata/data extraction. 

- Lack of user authentication and automatic attribution of data to individuals. 

- Absence of a data model. 

- Lack of data quality assessment measures. 

- Lack of feedback to volunteers on their data. 

- Lack of graphing, trend analysis and visualization tools. 

2.4.1 GQM Methodology 

According to (Bobrowski, Marré and Yankelevich, 1998), GQM is a framework for the             

definition of metrics. GQM is based on the assumption that in order to measure in a useful way,                  

an organization must: Specify goals, Characterize them by means of questions pointing their             

relevant attributes, Give measurements that may answer these questions (Lavazza, 2000). 

 

This framework uses a top down approach which provides instructions to define metrics, without              

requiring any knowledge of the specific measures. First a set of dimensions are identified which               
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are important to define the data quality. Later, questions are formulated characterizing individual             

dimensions, without any precise definition, in simple language whenever possible. Sometimes, it            

is impossible to characterize dimensions and thus relevant characteristics are focussed. Finally,            

metrics to answer these questions, giving us a more precise valuation of the quality of our data                 

are chosen (Caldiera, Rombach, 1994). 

 

Figure 3 : GQM Methodology 

For this thesis, we have used GQM methodology for defining the data quality of the experiment                

conducted. We have set our Goals at the beginning of the project, we have chosen our Quality                 

metrics, created a few questions, and added mechanisms which would help solving the questions              

and thus used GQM to define the quality of the data. 

2.4.2 Trust Based Methodology 

Though some methods like edit checks, database integrity constraints, programmed control of            

database updates improve the quality of data, it is only limited to certain extent. More control on                 

data quality has to be employed for attaining better results (Strong, Lee and Wang, 1997). 
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A system called Inferencing Reputation was proposed by (Golbeck and Hendler, 2004) to             

calculate the reputation based on the user profile similarity using Recommender system. The             

recommender system is a tree like system where each user and his group act as a branch. This                  

was mainly used for calculating the trust of the user for his movie ratings. In case the user hasn’t                   

rated that movie, the system goes to previous step out in the trust network to find the rating given                   

by his connections. This complete process is repeated until a predictive trust is calculated              

between two users. 

 

Similar to the above method, (Alabri and Hunter, 2010) proposed a different approach which can               

be used to rank observations and users in citizen science projects. This method suggests that for                

every observation created, a initial rank is given. When similar observations are submitted, the              

rank of those observations increases. This way, we get to know how much we can trust that data.                  

This mechanism was used in multiple projects. A few projects have modified this approach and               

have started to rank participants also to know which participants submit data with more quality               

(Ren et al. , 2015).  

 

To identify the trust factor of the observations being created, we have implemented trust factor               

metric to rank users and observations in our platform. 

2.5 Projects on citizen science 

Currently there are many organizations, research groups, scientists and hobbyists who are            

increasingly employing citizens to observe and record scientific phenomena. These efforts are in             

a multitude of domains ranging from ecology, space, healthcare and environment to many others.              

Some of these projects have been running for decades and many others are recent projects that                

have been made possible by the advancement of information technology based devices such as              

internet enabled devices.  
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One of the earliest participatory projects involving the people dates back to the 1880's which has                

been in the domain of ecology where people reported bird sightings, wildlife and other              

environmental aspects. It continued until the 1970's and has gathered good amount of data.  

 

Table 2: List of different citizen science projects studied 

Project Aim Quality Assurance Measures 

eBird: A citizen-based bird 
observation network in the 
biological sciences 
(Sullivan et al. , 2009) 

To collect information 
about different species of 
birds and thus contribute 
to conservation 

Checklist-based data entry, request 
confirmation and details, checklists to 
prevent mislabelling and 
misidentification, Automated data 
quality filters developed by regional 
bird experts, Local experts review 
unusual records, flagging, community 
learning 

Citizen Science Noise 
Pollution Monitoring 
(Maisonneuve, Stevens and 
Ochab, 2010)  
 

Investigate how a 
people-centric approach to 
noise monitoring can be 
used to inform government 
and public about the issue 

Hardware calibrations, use of device 
sensors, normalization 

Surface Water Ambient 
Monitoring Program 
(Ftp.sccwrp.org, 2019) 

To study water quality, 
toxicity, physical habitat, 
and benthic 
macroinvertebrate 

Compare data from multiple sources, 
6 programs to understand the issues 

Air Quality Citizen Science 
by NASA 
(Aqcitizenscience.rti.org, 
2019)  

To study the air quality 
with low-cost sensors 

Compare with satellite images, other 
sources, use of device sensors 

Envirocar (Bröring et al. , 
2015) 

To track driving 
parameters and calculate 
the carbon emission Fixed parameters, expert evaluations 

Common Bird Monitoring 
in Bulgaria (Svetoslav, 
Iordan and Nikolov, 2017) To monitor bird breeding 

Preset limits, higher value of the visits 
after sampling data, knowledge of 
species' range and of individual 
observer experience, records are 
validated by scheme organisers or 
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local coordinators 

Conker Tree Science 
(Conkertreescience.org.uk, 
2019) 

To collect the presence of 
pests on the leaves of 
plants and their density. 

Validating data as subsets of the data, 
Modelled the error/mis-classification 
rates and statistically took this into 
account in the analyses, photo 
validation 

Galaxy Zoo (Jordan 
Raddick et al. , 2013) 

To measure the 
motivations of volunteers 
participating in online data 
analysis. 

Share the same data to multiple 
participants and compare their 
answers, Expert evaluation 

Aurorasaurus (MacDonald 
et al. , 2015) 

To collect auroral 
observations made by 
public and to improve the 
modelling. 

Gamification, use of device sensors 
for location 

Virus Factory 
(Zooniverse.org, 2019) 

To employ citizens to help 
annotate virus in an image 
based analysis platform 

Automated and manual filters, 
comparisions with other users 

Open Air Laboratories   

Network 

(Opalexplorenature.org, 

2019) 

To allow people learn    

about local environments 

Online data entry system. Online     

quizzes/tests, observing participants   

taking the surveys to quantify error      

rates and identify common mistakes,     

comparing citizen science data with     

professionally collected data. 

OPAL Bugs Count Survey    

(Opalexplorenature.org, 

2019) 

Investigating how the built    

environment affects the   

distribution and abundance   

of terrestrial invertebrates 

On upload validation, Expert    

verification, Photographs proofs,   

Experimental observations of   

identification practices and commonly    

made errors within different sectors of      

the public. 

OPAL Soil and Earthworm    

Survey 

Monitor soil and   

earthworms in local area 

Cleaning survey data and comparing     

with existing knowledge. 
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(Opalexplorenature.org, 

2019) 

Predatory Bird Monitoring   

Scheme (PBMS) (The   

Predatory Bird Monitoring   

Scheme, 2019) 

monitoring concentrations  

of contaminants in bird    

carcasses and eggs. 

Examination and analysis of samples     

carried out by experts. Provenance     

information provided member of    

public but cross-checked by team     

members. 

Recording Invasive Species   

Counts (iRecord, 2019) Monitor invasive species 

Data validated by expert, aided by      

species photograph when provided. 

Weather Observations  

Website (Met Office   

WOW, 2019) 

Cloud based computing   

platform for collecting and    

sharing citizen weather   

observations as an   

operational service 

Meta-data used to generate star     

ratings. Quality control rules for     

identifying gross errors. Registered    

users can flag data that they suspect as        

erroneous. Special software is used to      

scan photos and text for inappropriate      

content 
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3 Methodology 

This work followed the following stages : identification of problem, literature review, case             

studies, framework development, urban experiment observation, framework validation. 

 

Identification of the problem : Citizens generally lack formal scientific training. They view             

problems differently than scientists resulting in the reduction of quality of data collected. Data              

quality issues range from validating, detecting and eliminating a compromised piece of data.             

There is a lack of systematic methods in civic sensing to address those issues. (Lukyanenko,               

Parsons and Wiersma, 2016) 

 

Literature review and case studies : With this problem as a base to find the solution, we started                  

to work on what is to be done to solve this issue. We have started to read the previous work                    

reports by various scientists, had some interviews with people working on similar projects of              

citizen science or data quality, did some case studies of other similar citizen science projects.               

Literature on various subjects like citizen science experiments, data in citizen science, data             

quality, data quality for software engineering, attributes of data quality, data quality for citizen              

science was studied to understand the base of the issue. 

 

Framework development : With some basic idea gained through the above process, we started              

to work on designing a framework which might solve the issues observed in previous cases. The                

basic framework had solutions to a few problems but most of them were still a puzzle. We have                  

considered this to be our framework but we were not satisfied with the results. So, we decided to                  

conduct a citizen science experiment to experience the issues firsthand.  

 

Urban experiments observation : We have conducted some workshops inviting people to            

participate, found their interests, and started developing a citizen science platform combining            

their interests and our learnings from issues found through literature review, case studies and              

interviews. Once the platform was ready, we have released it to citizens to use it. It was live from                   
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July 2018 - November 2018. During this period, participants were asked to monitor various              

elements like ‘Nice places in nature, Invasive species, Lost items’. A second phase of this               

experiment was held in February 2019 with students monitoring sustainable and unsustainable            

elements. 

 

Framework validation : The data collected from the experiments helped us iterate and validate              

our framework. Also, the interviews held with experts helped us to iterate and validate the               

framework. 

 

The entire process was inductive research where we expanded our learnings about the issues and               

solutions. We have released a few updates to further make the platform more efficient. After the                

completion of the complete testing, we have started analysis of our results and found some               

interesting patterns which are discussed in the results section. 

 

Table 3 : Methodology for Research Questions 

Research 
Question 

Goal Method Instrument 

RQ 1 What are the data quality     
issues that citizen science    
projects face? 

Case Study, 
Literature Review 

Observation, Notes 
from literature 

RQ 2 How do we measure the     
data quality in citizen    
science? 

Literature Review, 
Case Study, Urban 
Experiment 

Notes from literature, 
Experiment results 

RQ 3 What are the different    
mechanisms or metrics   
available currently for   
improving the data   
quality? 

Interviews, Literature 
Review 

Interview notes, 
Notes from literature 
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Figure 4.  Methodology 

 

 

 

3.1 Case Studies  

Citizen science experiments conducted by other people were studied to understand the issues             

they faced and the mechanisms they employed to improve data quality. With these learnings, we               

have conducted our own citizen science project called Sensei in city of Lappeenranta. The results               

section explains the mechanisms used, and findings which led to the development of framework              

‘Illu’. 
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3.2 Literature Review  

Literature review on data quality, attributes of data quality, data quality in software engineering,               

citizen science, civic sensing, participatory sensing, data quality in citizen science,           

methodologies to measure data quality, mechanisms for improving data quality have been            

analyzed. Most of the data quality papers referred to the late 1990’s and early 2000’s papers                

which contained a lot of valuable information. The literature review helped us bridge some gaps               

and understand many concepts. 

3.3 Expert Interviews 

Interviews were conducted with people from different fields like the citizen science project             

teams, big data developers, database admins from different organizations. 

1. Interview design : The design of interview was not fixed and varied based on the               

background of the person being interviewed. The main goal of the interviews was to              

understand the major data quality issues that they have faced in their projects and how               

did they solve them. A few interviews were conducted before designing the ‘Sensei’             

application which helped us get some insights of a few mechanisms that can be included.               

A few interviews took place after the Sensei data was analysed in order to validate our                

findings by comparing if the mechanisms suggested would be applicable. 

2. Interview demographics : A total of 3 big data analysts, 2 citizen science project teams,               

and 2 database admins were interviewed. Average time spent on the interview was             

around 30 minutes. Some of the interviews were face to face while most of them               

happened over skype or calls. 

3.4 Framework Design and Iterations 

There were 2 main iterations in designing the framework. The first iteration included our              

learnings from literature review, case studies of other projects and interviews from experts. This              

knowledge helped us understand a few mechanisms but we had issues computing the capabilities              

of many mechanisms. So, we have developed a platform including the mechanisms we have              
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learnt. During this process, we have learnt a few mechanisms that were not presented before               

which could help in improving the data quality. We have interviewed a few experts to validate                

the mechanisms we provided to solve those issues. The second iteration included all the              

mechanisms of first iteration and the new mechanisms we have learnt during the process. 
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4 Results 

The results are computed using the GQM methodology where we first set up a series of goals,                 

prepared questions for each of the goals and tagged metrics which would help us find a solution                 

for each question. Also, we have included our learnings from case studies, literature review and               

interviews to propose a usable framework. 

 

First, let us go through the platform - case studies, description of the platform, metrics used in                 

building the platform, challenges faced, and then the evaluation criteria we chose. 

4.1 Case Studies 

In order to understand different mechanisms identified and their limitations, we have conducted             

two environmental monitoring experiments : Sensei and Do-it involving the public of            

Lappeenranta city. 

4.1.1 SENSEI : Environmental Monitoring Movement in Lappeenranta 

SENSEI is a participatory sensing movement involving different sectors of the society like             

researchers and experts, local organisations, city officials, individuals, and families. They           

worked together to co-create civic technologies so as to monitor environmental issues of             

common interest. Three main environmental issues - invasive plant species, abandoned items in             

nature and nice places were chosen for monitoring. Over 240 local participants have taken part               

during different stages of this year long process. It included ten community events and              

workshops. It resulted in generating over hundred solid ideas on issues of common interest,              

around thirty prototypes were designed and developed, alongside producing hundreds of           

environmental observations (Palacin et al. , 2019). 

4.1.2 DOIT  

DOIT is a european initiative for developing entrepreneurial skills for young social innovators in              

an open digital world. It encouraged students from local schools to participate in different              
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activities. As part of this program, sensei platform was provided to nearly 40 students to monitor                

aspects like sustainable, and non-sustainable aspects in nature (Doit-europe, 2019).  

4.1.3 Description of the platform 

After many deliberation exercises that were conducted in form of workshops and were attended              

by Lappeenranta residents, a list of issues were identified that the general public could report               

using the Sensei platform. Apart from the issues that could be reported via the platform, there are                 

many methods that can be used to interact with the application were also discussed. After the                

analysis of deliberation outcome a platform called sensei was developed where user can interact              

with the platform using three different ways - mobile application, website and flic buttons. The               

main application of flic button is that it connects to the mobile device via bluetooth connection                

which in turn connects to the platform via mobile application installed on the mobile device.               

Different metrics were included in the platforms to ensure the usability, security, privacy and              

hence enhance the quality of data. The main purpose of this platform is to enable users to share                  

their observations for performing analysis. 

 

A flic button, is provided to participants, which interacts with the mobile device via bluetooth               

which connects to the platform. An android application is installed on the mobile device to               

capture the clicks on flic buttons and also to take pictures and share it to the platform. The                  

website allows users to create and modify their observations while allowing them to view all               

observations even without logging in, making the observations accessible to the general public. 

 

A NodeJS based server, which serves the API calls is the main engine of the application and is                  

used by both the mobile application and website.  
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Figure 5.  High level architecture of Sensei project.  

  

4.2 Metrics used in platform 

Mobile - The main tools for user interactions are mobile device and the bluetooth enabled               

clicker. As a result, it was decided to include some metrics on mobile to ensure that it is easy to                    

use and easily adaptable for even a layman user, which helps in maintaining the user engagement                

with the Sensei applications. The main advantage of using mobile devices is that it helps in                

enhancing the usability without compromising on the functionality. Some of the major metrics             

we considered while developing the mobile application were:  

 

Collection of data : Data collection is the crucial part of any crowdsourcing application. The               

main issue to be considered is that the data is collected from multiple sources and are of different                  

types. Data has to be collected, segregated, sorted and stored for analysis. Collection is one of the                 
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main processes where data quality can be assured and better results can be obtained by properly                

managing the collection of data 

- Users are given liberty to share their observations using mobile application or website. 

- In order to create a new observation, it is mandated to authenticate which helped us in                

removing the fake data to large extent. Studies have shown that authentication helps in              

reducing the unwanted data. (Alabri and Hunter, 2010) 

- Users can also share their observations by clicking the flic buttons. We have utilised the               

pattern capturing on flic to make it easier for the users to share their observations. For                

example, single click on the flic records a type of observation while double click triggers               

a different observation and hold button for third type. 

- Also, an option to upload pictures is given to users making the collection more accurate               

and analysis more effective 

- Instead of asking users to give parameters, mainly the location, sensors of mobile have              

been used to get the location of user. A user confirmation of such data is requested in                 

order to ensure better results. 

 

Quality of data : The purpose of data collection gets defeated if data which is of low quality and                   

cannot be used for analysis is being collected. To ensure the quality of data, we have                

implemented different metrics at different layers. 

- Throughout the platform, anonymous submission of data has been blocked to ensure that             

data is from a trusted source. 

- For clickers the main issue was the loss of connectivity with mobile and the battery life of                 

both mobile and the clickers. To overcome these issues, we have chosen flic buttons for               

clickers as they use BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) which consumes far less energy             

compared to traditional bluetooth and is continuously connected to the device until            

unpaired or the bluetooth on mobile device is turned off. 

- Each type of observation is given a specific predefined click pattern and the clickers              

helps users create their observations with less hassle. 
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- In mobile, we have implemented a few metrics which include blocking of the             

observations if they are submitted continuously with short time sequences from the same             

place. 

- User is expected to give a brief description about the observation before submitting it              

which helps us understand more clearly about the observation ensuring clarity of data 

- For better results, we have asked the users to classify their observations into categories              

before they submit their observations. 

- For improving the accuracy of the location, GPS data from the mobile is used. Also, user                

is asked to confirm the location before actually saving the data. 

- Users are encouraged to provide their observation with an image whenever possible to             

make the data more believable for analysis. The images tagged with location and the user               

information help in ensuring accuracy of the data 

- To err is human and hence we expected users to record some wrong data. We have an                 

option on the website to edit their observations or to add some images or description to                

the observation. 

- All the collected data is properly tagged, sorted and saved in database and can be               

retrieved ensuring availability. 

- On the server, we have implemented the ranking algorithm which would rank both users              

and observations based on number of users who have submitted the data which helps in               

understanding the overall importance of the observation and analysing which user has            

submitted better results. 

- Proper sorting algorithms on the server ensured that data is going to be stored as expected                

without any problems. 

- Encryption of data before sending it over the network was considered but was ignored.              

This would promise integrity of data. 

 

Usability : Usability is the main concern with many of the applications of today. Generally, it is                 

observed that retention rates are high (around 62%) after first use of application and most of the                 

applications are used for less than 11 times (TechCrunch, 2019) . To overcome such issues, we               
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have heavily concentrated on developing a platform that can be interesting to interact with. We               

have contacted a group of 50 people multiple times and have collected their interests and the                

ways they interact with different devices. 

- Based on their feedback, we have made the application available for both mobile and web               

platforms. Also, as many participants are interested to interact with clickers rather than             

mobile devices, we have come up with a solution that uses flic buttons. 

- To increase the engagement of users, the user experience has been heavily researched             

upon. Hundreds of designs were considered for both mobile and web platforms. Many             

prototypes were given to a few volunteers to test. Finally, we come up with a design that                 

is easy to use and interact. 

- Load times are crucial when it comes to dealing with large group of users. The higher the                 

load time, the more the users go away ( Nah, 2004). We have come up with different                

techniques (lazy load of images, loading map grids instead of the whole map etc) to keep                

the load times shorter and make the page load faster even with slow internet connection. 

- Showing users what others have shared would enable users to know what is happening              

around and interact more with the platform. For enabling this feature, we have allowed              

users to upload pictures of what they see and they are tagged with the location which is                 

shown on the map. 

- All the above mentioned things keeps the user start using the application, but what keeps               

them going is the uniqueness of it. We have also introduced challenges in the platform               

where a user can challenge some of his peers making them more involved and interested               

to use the platform.  

 

Security of user data and privacy : With the increasing issues of privacy and security around the                 

world, we have given this as our major point of concern.  

- Login is made mandatory for users to interact with the platform. This ensures no              

anonymous data is logged. 

- Token based login is used so as to make the API calls more secure. No data about the                  

user (like username, nickname etc) is used in API calls. Only the token details are               
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attached to the data making it more secure. So even if data is intercepted by a cracker, he                  

wouldn’t be able to get the information of the user who generated the data. 

- To ensure further protection, new tokens are requested by mobile devices in regular             

intervals of time making the API calls more secure. 

4.3 Evaluation  

A total of 413 observations were submitted during the lifecycle of the project, out of which 96                 

were submitted using the clickers and 318 were submitted using the application. 

 

Figure 6 and 7 shows the number of observations recorded by each user using different methods,                

such as clickers and mobile.  

 

Figure 6. Observation submitted by users using clickers         Figure 7. Observations submitted by user using mobile 

 

The observations recorded were of two types, public observations and private observation, where             

public observations were the ones that were also shown on the platform for other users to view,                 

while the private observations were not shown to other users. The number of public observations               

were 404 and number of private observations were 9. 

 

Moreover, the users of Sensei platform had different categories under which they could record              

their observations, such as invasive species, lost items, nice places etc. Figure 8 and Figure 9                

below shows the share of different observation types using mobile and clickers. 
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     Figure 8. Share of observation type using clickers                   Figure 9. Share of observations type  using  mobile 

 

Once the experiment was done and we had collected the data, the first thing we had to do was to                    

clean our data. Later, we have used a few set of metrics which were decided before the                 

experiment with the help of GQM methodology to help us evaluate the data. We have chosen a                 

set of dimensions of data quality and had our evaluation criteria drawn up. We then came up with                  

the most suitable metric that could help us identify the validity of the dimension in the data.                 

Once we had our metrics ready, we needed a set of calculations which can help us implement the                  

metrics we have considered. For that, we have used a few calculations and some checks where                

necessary. We have coded each of the metric with a value and have used them in calculations. 

 

Figure 10. List of different data quality metrics selected for evaluating by Victoria and Krishna 
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Figure 11. List of different parameters for evaluating data quality attributes Elaborated by             

Victoria and Krishna 

 

 

We have used the above method to rank the individual observations which helped us to               

understand the quality of the data. This process was inspired by GQM methodology which states               

us to identify the goal, define the questions and use metrics to answer the questions. 

4.4 Analysis 

4.4.1 RQ 1: What are the data quality issues that citizen science projects face? 

When developing any project, the developing team should be ready to face a few issues. Some of                 

the issues that a developer must consider and solve when working on projects involving citizens               
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for scientific research are - hardware calibration, participant’s digital literacy, connectivity           

issues, draining of battery, crash of application, laws and regulations in that region etc. 

 

Based on the research we have grouped the issues based on the type of issue. The groups are :                   

Hardware issues, Participant issues, Issues due to biases, Validation issues, Loss of data, Issues              

that affect quality and miscellaneous issues. 

4.4.1.1 Hardware Issues 

Some citizen science projects use certain hardware devices to collect data, or to aid people to                

collect required scientific data. These hardwares may have issues of their own, such as faulty               

construction or component, overuse, damaged, etc. Some of the most relevant issues that should              

be considered in citizen science projects related to hardware are as follows: 

1. Hardware Calibration: In projects using hardware sensors for observations, the chances           

of hardware discrepancies increases many folds. For example, the hardware could lose            

connectivity or may give incorrect data (Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010). 

2. Location Issues: Most of the mobile GPS sensors are not fully accurate with location. In               

many cases, there is at least 10-15m radius issues. If not tackled properly, there might be                

issues like believability and accuracy. 

3. Hardware Connection Failures : In projects using connected hardware for observations,           

the network hardware should be robust. Failure of which will result in uncaptured             

observations (Budde et al. , 2017). 

4. Battery Issues : When participants use devices, this is one of the most common issues               

faced. If not dealt properly there might be lesser quantity of data (Guo et al. , 2015). 

5. Data connectivity issues : Most of the countryside is not properly connected. When the              

participant wants to submit an observation, there might be a situation where there is no               

data connectivity. This leads to loss of valuable observations. Not considering this issue             

would lead to loss of observations (Guo et al. , 2015). 
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4.4.1.2 Participant Issues 

Many citizen science projects require that the participants are well familiar with the field of               

study often they may still need the participants to be able to use some device or may require                  

them to undergo certain training or workshop (Ren et al. , 2015) . Since, success of any citizen                

science project depends on the quality of participants, therefore it is imperative that the issues               

related to participants are to be addressed. These participants may have issues of their own, such                

as literacy, data entry, data verification etc. Some of the most relevant issues that should be                

considered in citizen science projects related to participants are as follows:  

1. Participant Selection : Data on these platforms is mainly dependent on participants.            

Without proper selection of participants, the results would not be accurate, making the             

whole process useless (Ren et al. , 2015). 

2. Digital literacy: Users should be trained with the platform and functionalities being            

offered. Lack of this will lead to participants not being able to use the platform to its full                  

potential. 

3. Errors during entry or submission : Platform requiring detailed classification of           

observation being submitted could have issues of errors during submission. Wrong           

classification, wrong media selection can be examples. If proper mechanisms are not            

enforced, issues like inaccuracy might arise. 

4. Improper classification : Improper classifications or irrelevant descriptions lead to this           

type of errors. Not considering this issue will cause inconsistency in data (Crowston and              

Prestopnik, 2013). 

5. Suspicious submissions (based on time) : One important aspect to consider is the time              

spent to submit an observation. Optimal time can be measured by participants and             

anything far less than that can be considered an issue. 

6. Copyright images : There might be situations where a copyrighted image is used to              

explain a situation instead of submitting an original image. If not dealt properly, there              

might be issues with accountability (Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010). 
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7. Privacy & accountability : Posting media (images, video, sound recordings etc) of other             

people without permission explains this issue. There might be issues with law if not dealt               

(Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010). 

8. Submitting multiple issues in single observation : This is similar to classification but at              

a different scale. In this type, the participant classifies it properly but the image has               

multiple issues in it. For example, one image containing two different things A & B               

might be classified as only A. Not dealing this might create believability and accuracy              

issues. 

9. Misinformed submission / backup submission : The participant, if not informed, might            

create multiple submissions without knowledge that he is creating them. This creates a lot              

of duplicate data to deal with (Kim, Mankoff and Paulos, 2013). 

4.4.1.3 Issues due to biases 

Humans have their biases and human biases can lead to faulty results if these biases are                

inadvertently introduced into the system by the researchers or the participants. Thus it is              

necessary to check that biases are not introduced in citizen science projects.  

1. Opinion based observations : When participants submit data, it is not the original             

situation that is submitted but the interpretation of the citizen that is submitted. Not              

correcting this issues lead to inaccuracy. For some people, the situation represents            

something while for others it might represent a completely different thing (Crowston and             

Prestopnik, 2013). 

2. Lack of geographical spread of participants : This is similar to biased data but at               

geographical level. Participants are not spread across equally. so there would be a lot of               

areas with no data or less data to evaluate. not dealing with this would create biased                

analysis (Jaimes, Vergara-Laurens and Raij, 2015). 

4.4.1.4 Behavioural biases 

1. Blind spots : Participants choosing specific geographical zone to submit observations           

instead of spreading across the region causes this kind of issues. It also occurs when all                
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the participants submit observations of one particular type instead of different types of             

observations. 

4.4.1.5 Validation Issues 

In citizen science projects, it is of great importance that the data collected by people is accurate                 

and valid. Since, all the participants may not have the same level of expertise or familiarity with                 

the system or concept, they may provide incorrect data points and thus their observations may               

not be accurate. Thus it is required that the data being provided by the participants are validated                 

against certain standard. There are certain factors that needs to be taken care when validating               

user generated data, which are defined as follows: 

1. Ill defined Metrics : Metrics definition is one of the key elements which define the               

quality of data. If they are not defined properly, the quality of data would be very bad. 

2. Lack of mechanisms to validate metrics : Having metrics alone won’t solve the issues.              

There should be proper mechanisms required to validate the data. 

3. Unclear Context : Citizen projects must aim to educate its participants about the context              

of the study. Lack of this understanding leads to irrelevant observations or corrupted             

observations. 

4.4.1.6 Issues that cause loss of data 

In citizen science projects or in any other scientific study, loss of valid data could be a critical                  

factor for determining the success and validity of the scientific study being conducted. There are               

many stages in a citizen science project where the data being generated is lost due to many                 

possible factors ranging from human error to hardware issues. Some of the issues that must be                

considered when designing a citizen science projects are as listed below. 

1. Forgot to submit : There might be some situations where the participant is interested to               

submit an observation but might get distracted due to some other incident. Not solving              

this issue might lead to loss of important observations. 

2. Blind Spots : This issues might arise when most of the participants are interested in               

monitoring one particular type ignoring the rest. This would leave other types to have low               

or no results. 
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3. Battery issues : When participants use devices, this is one of the most common issues               

faced. If not dealt properly there might be lesser quantity of data. 

4. Data connectivity issues : Most of the countryside is not properly connected. When the              

participant wants to submit an observation, there might be a situation where there is no               

data connectivity. This leads to loss of valuable observations. Not considering this issue             

would lead to loss of observations. 

5. System updates : Updates aimed to solve one issue might create other issues. Releasing              

the updates without proper testing will lead to loss of participant motivation. 

4.4.1.7 Issues that affect data acquisition 

Data acquisition is the most critical aspect of citizen science project as the concept of using                

participant based model for collecting observation is the soul of any citizen science project.              

Since, in a citizen science project, the data being collected by the observers are dependent on the                 

individual perception of the phenomena being recorded, it is required that a standard suit is               

employed to acquire the data and to do the same it is required that issues listed below are                  

considered. 

1. Incomplete data : It refers to the state where all the required information is not present.                

This might cause issues like incompleteness (Wiggins and He, 2016). 

2. Duplicates : The participant may submit the observation multiple times in the absence of              

suitable mechanism to solve this issue. Not providing solution might lead to unnecessary             

observations (Wiggins et al. , 2011). 

3. Geographical Spread : This is similar to biased data but at geographical level.             

Participants are not spread across equally. so there would be a lot of areas with no data or                  

less data to evaluate. not dealing with this would create biased analysis (Jaimes,             

Vergara-Laurens and Raij, 2015). 

4. Inconsistency : Improper classifications or irrelevant descriptions lead to this type of            

errors. Not considering this issue will cause inconsistency in data (Guo et al. , 2015). 

5. Lack of resources to validate : At observation level, the participant might submit only a               

few details ignoring most of the required data. There would be a lot of empty spaces in                 
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these kind of situations. This would lead to incompleteness of data. 

6. Spamming : If an intruder keeps submitting similar observation multiple times, it can be              

considered as spamming. Another type of spamming is notifying participant when not            

necessary which might distract. 

7. Issues during export of data : Many case studies state that they had issues while               

exporting data. Some of the issues include not having all the metadata required, or details               

of software version while observations captured. If not dealt with this issue, the analysis              

will never be fruitful (Wiggins and He, 2016). 

8. Accidental Submissions : It refers to the participant submitting the observation           

inadvertently. Sometimes this might be due to the device being accidentally triggered.            

Without proper mechanisms to solve this, there might be issues like duplicacy, unwanted             

data (Kim, Mankoff and Paulos, 2013). 

4.4.1.8 Miscellaneous issues 

Apart from the above mentioned issues that are categorized under different types, there are some               

other issues which cannot be classified into any of the above mentioned types but are still very                 

relevant in a citizen science project. These issues are also very significant and should thus be                

considered by the researchers when developing a citizen science project. 

1. Application Crashes : When a lot of participants subscribe and want to submit their              

observations at the same time, there is a possibility that the machine might crash if it is                 

not properly designed. 

2. Language translation issues : When dealing at a global or multi-national scale or             

multi-culture environment, there should be a focus on having multiple languages to help             

users. If the platform doesn't have the ability to understand colloquial forms of             

expressions, this issue might arise. This might lead to confusions 

3. Security of platform : Insecure platform can be vulnerable source to hackers to create              

fake data. Lots of data quality issues arise if proper security is not implemented 

4. Character sets and encoding (Emojis etc) : Every platform may not be robust to              

understand different character sets and encodings. Either the user should be informed            
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about this or there should be mechanisms that would not allow the users to use different                

keyboards. 

 

Table 4 : Different issues faced in citizen science projects and their possible solutions 

Issue Solution 

Blind spots 

Algorithmic predictions based on opendata, satellite data, geographically       

targeted notifications etc. can be used in some cases to remove blind spots,            

Nonparametric and semi-parametric statistical modeling for bias  

Forgot to submit 

Personalised reminders (geographical, time based, activity based, notifications)       

are useful to encourage users to submit their observations. 

Issues during export of data 

Keeping track of metadata and version history along with the data while           

exporting 

Lack of resources to validate -      

observation level 

Ask users to submit all mandatory deciding factors by making critical fields           

mandatory 

Lack of resources to validate - data       

level 

This issue cannot be solved completely but predictions based on nearby          

locations, satellite data 

Spamming Mechanisms such as authenticating users and Flagging and blocking accounts. 

Lack of mechanisms to validate     

metrics 

GQM methodology helps in creating mechanisms which can help solve this           

issue 

Hardware calibration 

Issues in this domain can be addressed by using tailor made codes for specific             

hardware or normalize data after collection to remove aberrations. Also,          

assessment for hardware and collecting diagnostic reports 

Unclear Context 

FAQs, context awareness, expert guidance, moderator features (asking peers to         

check if the observation is in context), social connectors (connect with others           

on social media) 

Geographical spread 

gamification, opendata, predictions based on neighbouring areas / other         

sources (satellites), Nonparametric and semi-parametric statistical modeling       

for bias  

Digital literacy 

Physical explanations, media instructions, design inclusion features (for        

physically disabled - visually etc) 

Ill defined Metrics Proper definition of metrics and parameters is a must  
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Behavioural biases Bias watchdog mechanism (alerts possible bias in data) could be implemented 

Duplicates Automated flagging or human intervention. 

Incomplete data 

Making fields mandatory, personalised reminders (to edit observation),        

automated feature support etc should be provided 

Inconsistency Automated flagging with humans to review the flagged content 

Accidental submissions 

Check for confirmations - may be immediately after submission or when          

participant opens the application, Automated flagging (with human in the         

process) 

Copyright images or media 

Social Translucence Mechanism - Peer Flagging, moderator, Automated        

flagging (with human in the process) 

Privacy & accountability 

Social Translucence Mechanism - Peer flagging, moderator, Automated        

flagging (with human in the process) 

Multiple issues in one image - Lost       

items + invasive species 

Expert review, Observation Ranking, use of AI, Community knowledge,         

Tagging 

misinformed submission / backup    

submission 

Provide Feedbacks on submission or block submit button after being triggered          

once. 

Application Crash 

Release after thorough testing. Design to share diagnostics and work on them            

in case of crashes. 

Hardware connection failure 

Notify participant, troubleshoot problems, test connection and interactive        

troubleshooting can be used. 

Upgrades (Users unable to submit     

observations after an update) 

Participants should be kept in the loop and application's workability should be           

checked before releasing new updates. 

Character sets and encoding    

(Emojis etc) 

Scripts could be employed to run periodically to clean data based on certain             

parameters. 

Security of platform A checklist of security protocols should be created and should be employed. 

Errors during entry or submission 

Features such as embedded validation in design, asking for confirmation,         

option to edit and use of technology to match error probability 

Language translation issues 

Providing content and messages in different languages and based on user's          

preference should be the part of the application feature. 

Opinion based observations 

Acknowledge that it can't be completely solved and such observations may be           

flagged for review by experts. 
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Improper classification 

Confirmation check, Expert review, Option to edit, Automated flagging (with          

human in the end) 

Suspicious submissions (based on    

time) Confirmation check, Option to edit, Automated flagging 

Battery issues 

Optimize energy usage, use mobile sensors whenever possible, ask if they want           

to submit whenever app is opened. Disruption free service - Use local storage             

when low on battery 

Data connectivity issues 

Use disruption free service - Capture sensor data and store it in local storage             

immediately. Share to server once back online. 

Location issues 

Location confirmation, Tailor code / normalize after collection to manufacture          

features, Assessment for hardware, collect diagnostic reports, Calibrate        

hardware 

Participant Selection Training, Expert Guidance, Collective Building 

4.4.2 RQ 2: How do we measure the data quality in citizen science? 

Each citizen science project is defined for a different purpose. So, it is hard to generalize a set of                   

mechanisms that can be applied to all the projects. Depending on the type of the project and the                  

required outcomes of the project, a set of mechanisms are to be chosen which serve the purpose. 

 

In case of a bird watching experiment, mechanisms like asking the participants to enter what they                

see instead of the name and species helped the participants participate with more interest and               

also data acquired was more accurate than the previous data (Sullivan et al. , 2009).  

 

When proofs were needed asking citizens to upload pictures of what they see, taking the location                

information from the device directly instead of asking the citizens to update, would help in               

increasing the accuracy. Though it would increase some burden on the scientists, accuracy aspect              

would be solved to a great extent (Mason and Garbarino, 2016). 
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Applications like Petrowatch which required privacy in terms of location used the concepts of              

spatial cloaking. They had offered a geographical region instead of a point where multiple users               

have marked as relevant location (Sabrina, Murshed and Iqbal, 2016). 

 

Over the period of time, multiple mechanisms were proposed by different practitioners of citizen              

science. Framework part of this paper gives an overview of different mechanisms which if              

followed can improve the data quality of citizen science projects. 

4.4.3 RQ 3: What are the different mechanisms or metrics available currently for             

improving the data quality? 

We have proposed a framework which can help in improving the data quality of citizen science                

projects. The framework contains 61 mechanisms which are segregated based on the time where              

they can be applied in the process - before collection, during collection, and after collection (see                

table 7). 

4.4.3.1 Explaining the Framework 

Oxford dictionary defines a framework as a basic structure underlying a system, concept, or text.               

Therefore, it can be said that a framework is a set of principles that can be applied to solve a                    

particular problem. In this project we created a framework for improving the data quality in               

citizen science projects.  

 

The framework was developed by considering a large amount of literature available, along with              

interviews, case studies and learnings from implementing sensei platform. The created           

framework serves as an outcome of this thesis work. It has been observed that there are a lot of                   

data quality issues in the domain of citizen science but these issues can be addressed by                

employing certain technological solutions and innovative approaches so that they do not occur             

during the life cycle of the project. In this project, we have listed set of problems and the                  

solutions that can help in solving the problems of data quality in citizen science project.               

Moreover, we have implemented a set of solutions that can help in improving the quality of data                 

directly or indirectly. These set of solutions constitute the framework. In the framework, the              
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whole process is applied during three main steps - before collecting the data, during the               

collection of data, and after the collection of data. Based on the occurrence of the problem, we                 

have created a map which tells us what mechanism can be applied at a point during the process                  

which can help in improving the quality of data. 

 

 

Figure 10 : Framework 
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4.4.3.2 Before Collection 

In the first step of pre data collection, the framework gives a set of processes that should be                  

followed so as to pre-empt the occurrence of certain data quality issues. These preemptive steps               

deal with users, hardware and other aspects. In the case of users, the preemptive steps to be                 

followed could range from training the citizen scientist, providing expert guidance, manuals,            

training material, etc. Similarly, in the case of hardware, system checks and hardware calibration              

should be done beforehand.  

 

Participant Selection & Training : In any citizen science project, this would be the first step. If                 

the proper participants are not selected, the whole process would not be fruitful (Ren et al. ,                

2015) . Proper care should be taken when selecting the participants. Their knowledge on the              

subject should be properly analysed, training should be provided on what is the goal of the                

project, what are the criteria for monitoring and how to share their observations (Nov, Arazy and                

Anderson, 2014). 

 

Expert Guidance : As part of training the participants, there are multiple methods suggested.              

One such method is expert guidance. In this scenario, experts of that field reach out participants                

and explain to them what is the goal of the project, their tasks, the kind of observations they need                   

to make (Guo et al. , 2015). This was followed in a few projects and proved to be a great source                    

of improving data quality. 

 

Collective Building : This is a method where the participants gather in a place and start to                 

collaborate with each other and learn more about the project by their interactions along with               

experts. This helps participants learn better as knowledge is shared from both the experts and               

their peer participants (Buytaert et al. , 2014). 

 

Attribute Learning : This mechanisms suggests that the participants should be able to             

understand the attributes of the monitoring subject. In case of bird monitoring, helping the              
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participants to learn about the structure of bird, their color, average height, pattern of feathers               

makes them understand better and submit more quality observations (Lukyanenko, Parsons and            

Wiersma, 2016). 

 

Manuals, Guides, Video tutorials, Podcasts, Newsletter, FAQs : Providing users with manuals,            

guides, video tutorials or podcasts, newsletters, FAQs regarding the research, subject being            

monitored and relevant required information helps the users to learn better, refer when needed              

and thus perform better (Bonney et al. , 2009). 

 

Interactive Quiz : This mechanisms helps the organizer to understand if the proper participants              

are selected and if their training helped them. It also helps participants learn more while               

interacting. Quiz can be in any form from a one-one talk to a group discussion. This lets the                  

participant understand some crucial data which he might miss otherwise (Bonney et al. , 2009). 

 

Context Establishment : Citizen science projects run with a specific goal to achieve. If the               

participants are not given a proper idea of the context of the project, the data they provide might                  

not serve the purpose. Establishing context to participants is a very crucial process which can               

decide the outcome of the project. 

 

Gamification : Including the concept of gamification helps to motivate the users. Sometimes, it              

may be a discouraging factor too. This mechanism involves providing incentives to users in              

order to motivate them and hence make them submit more observations. If it is not properly                

implemented, there is a chance to have many irrelevant observations (Budde et al. , 2017). 

 

Data Model : Whatever the experiment is, whoever the participants are, without a proper data               

model, the quality can never be promised. This is the key to determine the quality of data.                 

Without a proper data model, it is almost impossible to get quality data for research. It needs to                  

be considered well before the project starts (Alabri and Hunter, 2010), (Wiggins et al. , 2011).               

This mechanism applies to all stages from starting the project to analysing the data. 
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Hardware Configuration : Configuring all the hardware required for the platform beforehand            

helps both the organizers and participants task easier. If not properly planned, there might be               

issues of platform crashes which might be the reason for losing many valuable observations. 

 

Fix Platform Anomalies : Testing and fixing anomalies plays a key role in not just citizen                

science but for any project. Releasing the platform with bugs or temporary fixes might create               

issues to both participants by demotivating them and organizers by loss of observations             

(Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010). 

 

System Checks : Regular system checks are to be performed to check for any anomalies. Bugs                

should be collected from the users directly or indirectly and fixes should be released. Regular               

checks should be performed to make sure of the process moving smoothly. All the algorithms               

need to be tested with multiple use cases before the actual application is released without which                

the cost to fix the application would be higher than the cost of developing it and parallely results                  

in loss of data (Slaughter, Harter and Krishnan, 1998). 

 

Hardware Calibrations : There are many cases where citizen science projects depend on sensors              

or external devices connected. Some examples of sensors include gps sensor for location             

information, microphone etc. If they are not configured properly, the results would not be              

accurate (Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010). 

 

Easy to use platform : The design of the application should be based on understanding the user                 

expertise, experience and psychology (Sutcliffe, 2009). The easier the platform to use, the more              

the people get motivated to use (Sutcliffe and Namoune, 2008). Low battery usage, smooth              

functioning, not blocking regular functionality to be considered while developing the platform. 

 

Visualisations of data for motivation : This mechanisms states that if participants are shown              

what their peers are working on or what are the kind of observations they made, it would                 
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motivate them. Also, showing data of peers would give a clear idea of what is to be monitored                  

and establishes a good context in few cases (Sullivan et al. , 2009). 

 

Consider future updates : When working on citizen science projects, it is better to have the                

update plans ready. As it deals with multiple participants from different backgrounds, everyone             

might not appreciate the changes to the platform. Care should be taken that the updates do not                 

deviate much from the initial versions and if possible, release only the bug fixes. 

4.4.3.3 During Collection 

In the second step of data collection, the framework recommends a set of processes which, if                

implemented, can improve data quality in citizen science projects. For example, community            

learning, cross-participant ranking, proof gathering, attribute based descriptions, ability to edit           

observations, feedback, disruption tolerant services etc can help participant in reporting the            

observations accurately. Similarly, source verification, bias identification, tailor made codes can           

help remove ambiguity in data collection. Validation, spam filtering, flagging irrelevant           

observations, Automatic recognition techniques, ranking observations done on machine side          

promise the quality. 

 

Community Learning : This mechanism works great for both organizers and participants. It asks              

the participants to share their observations, even if they are not sure of the classification and then                 

asks co-participants to have a discussion on what could the observation possibly represent. This              

way, there is a data quality check by peers before actual data quality check happens. Also, by this                  

method, participants share their observations on all their findings without the issue of their              

observation being ignored for incomplete data or other reasons (wiggins and He, 2016). 

 

Cross Participant Ranking : The prerequisite for this mechanism is that the data should be               

available to all other participants. If a participant considers the observation is valid, they can give                

a positive feedback to that observation or incase he feels there is some issue, they can leave a                  
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negative feedback. Based on this, the data quality can be calculated. This mainly helps in               

identifying the attribute of timeliness (Wiggins and He, 2016), (Wiggins  et al. , 2011). 

 

Expert Evaluation : This mechanisms can be applied to almost all citizen science projects. This               

mechanism works during and after collection of data. Experts of the field should be allowed to                

evaluate the data and give their ratings. This helps in removing unwanted or unqualified data to a                 

great extent (Roman et al. , 2017) 

 

Roll updates after thorough testing : Issue caused by lack of this was personally experienced in                

‘Sensei’. If proper testing is not done before the release of update, it might result in a wide range                   

of issues. Thorough testing of the platform must be done before the actual release of the platform                 

to the participants. 

 

Proof gathering : Either media like photos, videos, sound recordings or description of the              

observation explaining the observation help in validating the data. This mechanism could help in              

solving the issue of timeliness and also helps in gathering the proof of events (Roman et al. ,                 

2017), (Wiggins et al. ,2011). 

 

Consider Attribute Descriptions : This might not be applicable to a few projects but when               

applicable and used, it increases the quality of observation by a great fold. This mechanism               

suggests the developers to design the platform such that the participant has to describe the               

attributes of the subject being observed than just a brief description of the subject. This helps in                 

easy analysis of data (Lukyanenko, Parsons and Wiersma, 2016). If properly used, this data can               

be used to train machine learning algorithms too. 

 

Validation using social media and crowdsourcing : This mechanism is not valid for all the               

cases. It suggests the use of hashtags and trends on social media to compare with the received                 

data for quality checks. Also, as social media is not completely reliable, it suggests to               

crowdsource the validation of social media so that it can be more useful. If done in real time, this                   
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would help ask the participant further questions when necessary to improve the quality (Kim,              

Mankoff and Paulos, 2013), (Welvaert and Caley, 2016) 

 

Verification : This mechanism suggests the use of algorithms to verify the observations. If              

performed in real-time, this can help requesting users to submit more data if required. This check                

helps in reassuring the data quality (Buddee et al. , 2017). 

 

Feedback : Providing feedback about the observations to the participants helps them understand             

and motivates them. This also has another advantage of avoiding spamming. If feedback is not               

provided to the user about an observation, the user in a confused state continues to submit the                 

same observation over and over again. This could lead to duplicates (Budde et al. , 2017),(Alabri               

and Hunter, 2010). 

 

Ability to edit observations : The participant might not know what he is submitting at the time of                  

submission but laters learns it correctly or the participant mistakenly wrongly classifies the             

observation. In both of the above cases, the participant wanted to correct the observation. If an                

option is provided to edit the observation, it would be useful for the participant to edit the                 

wrongly submitted observations (Wiggins and He, 2016). 

 

Automatic recognition techniques : Using technology to identify the observation and tag it with              

relevant information helps in improving the data quality. This can also be used for flagging of                

observations  (Kelling et al. , 2009), (Wiggins et al. , 2011). 

 

Flagging irrelevant observations : This mechanism suggest peer participants to flag irrelevant            

observations and help in control of low quality data. This mechanism has a prerequisite of               

making the data available to peers participating in the program. The flagging of observations              

would work better if authentication is made mandatory for flagging (Mashhadi and Capra, 2011). 
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Disruption Tolerant Services : This mechanism suggests the use of local temporary storage for              

the observations in case of absence of network or other problems. Once the problem is resolved,                

the application should send the observation to the server. Using this mechanism would help in               

saving the observations at times (Guo et al. , 2015). 

Verify observation on device : If we are able to check for the format, values and a few other                   

parameters on the device before sending it to the server, it would help the user in case of some                   

issue in the observation and also blocks erroneous submissions. 

 

User Pattern Identification : This mechanism suggests that if participant selection is made in              

such a way that there is more geographical area is covered, the geographical spread of the                

research would be higher and the geographical bias would be lower (Jaimes, Vergara-Laurens             

and Raij, 2015). An approach called FOAF (Friend of a friend) helps in understanding the               

relationship between users (Graves, Constabaris and Brickley, 2007) which if modified can help             

identify the pattern. 

 

Observation Pattern Identification : Identifying the pattern of the user helps us understand his              

knowledge on the subject. For example, if a user is submitting similar kind of observations in a                 

locality in a regular fashion, we can identify that the issue of that type is high in that area. Also                    

analysing the observation submission patterns would help us understand the intensity of the             

problem in a few cases. 

 

Source Verification : Allowing participants to submit the data without proper source            

identification might result in a lot of unnecessary data lowering the quality of data. Also, it                

would be impossible to contact the participant who submitted it if the researcher needs to clarify                

his questions on observation. By using verification techniques like registration and authentication            

(Alabri and Hunter, 2010) or the device info like IMEI or other sources would help improve the                 

data quality. Using techniques like Friend of a friend (FOAF) can help in identity management               

(Graves, Constabaris and Brickley, 2007) 
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Filtering Spam : In case of multiple observations being submitted of the same category, at same                

time from the same participant, it can clearly be identified as a spam. But there are other cases                  

too where spam might occur. Proper algorithms should be implemented to build spam protection              

and also notify the participant about the issue immediately to avoid further spamming. Also, use               

of Attack Resistance Trust metric for filtering out participants who submit fake observations             

would help enhance the quality of data (Alabri and Hunter, 2010). 

 

Ranking Observations : Ranking the observations based on few parameters would help            

validating the data faster. One good way to rank would be to check how many similar                

observations were submitted in the same location around the same time by unique users. This               

would help us know how accurate the collected data is (Alabri and Hunter, 2010). This               

mechanism can be implemented both during and after collection of data. 

 

Bias Identification : Biases are of many types. A few participants submit their observations only               

during the weekends which can be counted as weekend bias. A few participants submit              

observations of only one category which can be considered as bias towards that monitoring type.               

Others might be biased to submit only in certain region which can be constituted as regional bias.                 

Citizen science projects generally have a range of bias (Roman et al. , 2017). Bias cannot be                

solved completely but identifying the bias can help identifying the biased results for sampling              

which can help in analysing the data quality (Bennin et al. , 2016).  

 

Tailor code for hardware corrections : Each manufacturer designs the device with different set              

of chipsets and software. When we use sensors from different manufacturers, there would be              

slight corrections required for each manufacturer. For example, in the case of using location from               

mobile sensor, all devices don’t give location with same accuracy. In case of citizen science               

projects using participants devices for observation collection, we have devices from multiple            

manufacturers. Corrects are needed based on hardware for data collected which would help in              

producing more accurate data (Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010). One other way to deal              

with specifically location issues, which we implemented in Sensei, is asking the participant to              
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confirm the location by showing current location on the map before submitting the observation.              

This location should be editable by the participant and only after confirming the location, the               

data should be saved. 

 

Provide dropdowns wherever possible : In case of citizen science projects having to classify              

things, it would be better to provide participants with a list of options instead of asking the user                  

to write down the classification information. This doesn’t work all the time, but using this               

whenever possible would save a lot of time and also helps the participants to know the options                 

they have to classify. 

 

Ask for supporting information before submitting : It is always a good practice to check if all                 

the data is filled properly before sending the data from the device. In case of missing data,                 

prompting the user to fill the data would help achieving completeness and consistency of data. 

 

Confirm with participant before submission : Showing the details of the observation and             

confirming with the user before actually submitting the observation helps in reducing the errors              

and also blocks spamming caused by device accidentally being triggered. This method reduces             

spam and improves accuracy of data. 

4.4.4.4 Post Collection 

In the final step of post-data collection, the framework suggests a set of mechanisms which can                

help in improving and enhancing the data quality. For example, expert analysis of data,              

verification by crowdsourcing, data quality documentation, preparing data models, ranking          

observations, statistical analysis, etc can help removing anomalies as well as in making sure the               

quality of observations being recorded are constantly at an acceptable level. 

 

After data is collected, most of the data quality checks that are used in software engineering can                 

be applied on citizen science data. Apart from the software engineering mechanisms, there are              

more mechanisms that can be applied on citizen science data. 
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Data Cleansing : Before starting the analysis of data, cleansing the data filtering all the possible                

simple errors like format errors, syntaxes can help in eliminating data of poor quality. Hybrid               

methods of cleansing can be applied to improve the quality (Khoshgoftaar et al. , 2006). 

 

Expert analysis from multiple experts : After the data is collected, instead of one expert               

analysing the observations, if multiple experts were to analyse the observation individually, it             

would help bringing out more relevant data (Wiggins and He, 2016), (Budde et al. , 2017),(Loss               

et al. , 2015). 

 

Crowdsource verification : This mechanism suggests to crowdsource the verification of data            

collected by the project. This includes the publishing of the collected data to participants who               

would validate the quality of data. As all data cannot be validated, it suggests to publish what                 

data can be validated by the participating people (Wiggins and He, 2016),(Mitra, Hutto and              

Gilbert, 2015). 

 

Surveys : This mechanism suggests to take surveys from participants regarding the observations             

they collected, and few other parameters. This helps in analysing the level to which the               

participant was able to accurately create his observations (Kananuar et al. , 2017) 

 

Data Quality Documentation : Documenting the mechanisms and metrics used to analyze the             

data quality would be useful for future reference and also in case of re-evaluating the data                

quality, this documentation would be handy (Wiggins et al. , 2011). 

 

Human and machine filters : Filtering the data after collection for the irregularities would help               

in understanding the outliers and other issues in data. Filtering can be done at machine level by                 

writing queries to fetch specific data or filters applied by humans like filtering out some data                

which is irrelevant (Wiggins and He, 2016). 
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Analyze alternate sources and historical trends : This mechanism suggests the use of data from               

alternate sources like satellite images, other researches being carried out and study the historical              

trends for analyzing the quality of data. This would help us understand the accuracy attribute of                

data quality (Hunter, Alabri and van Ingen, 2012). 

 

Verification & Validation : This mechanism suggests that the data collected should be verified              

and validated before analyzing it. This mechanism can be implemented in multiple ways             

depending on the kind of project and the mechanisms implemented in previous steps (Budde et               

al. , 2017), (Alabri and Hunter, 2010) 

 

Ranking observations based on metrics and mechanisms : For this mechanism, the prerequisite             

is to have a data quality model available. Based on the data quality model, each observation is                 

ranked individually and the score of the observation would give the quality of data. This was                

implemented in our project Sensei to study the data quality. 

 

Sampling - Statistical analysis : This mechanisms suggests the use of sampling and statistical              

analysis to determine the quality of data collected. Here, a random sample of data is considered                

from the whole data set and statistical analysis is performed on that data. Similar process is                

followed for other random sets of data to analyze the quality of data (Wiggins and He, 2016),                 

(Welvaert and Caley, 2016). 

 

Nonparametric and semi-parametric statistical modeling for bias : This model was already            

being used to identify nonlinear relationships between the response and predict variables, and             

thus reduce the model bias to avoid model misspecification. Using this model can help              

identifying and reducing geographical biases (Cheng et al. , 2018). 

 

Context recognition : This mechanism helps in removing the data with is not context relevant.               

For example, a few observations may be completely irrelevant to the context of monitoring but               
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the participants might have submitted them. By applying a few metrics to remove the              

observations out of context would help improve the data quality (Budde et al. , 2017). 

 

Anonymisation and asking peers to rank : This mechanism is similar to the crowdsourcing but               

involves a few more steps for personal data anonymization. This mechanism suggests to remove              

the participant information who submitted the observation and then ask peer participants to rank              

it. This method will remove the bias that might be caused by friends giving better scores to their                  

friends (Wiggins and He, 2016) 

 

Data Triangulation : Comparing data from multiple sources like satellite data, data from other              

similar projects, historical data would be useful to improve the data quality. In case of no data                 

available from other sources, this mechanism would not be of much use (Welvaert and Caley,               

2016), (Alabri and Hunter, 2010), (Loss et al. , 2015), (Wiggins et al. , 2011). 

 

Data Normalization and Anomalies removal : This is a regular data quality technique for data               

quality analyzation of software systems. The main difference would be in normalization. What             

data to be normalized should be properly chosen instead of normalizing complete data (Budde et               

al. , 2017), (Wiggins et al. , 2011). 

 

Finding and fixing outliers : Citizen science data is gathered from multiple sources. Data would               

be very different compared to data from software engineering perspective. Specific algorithms            

must be developed to identify the outliers in this data. Developing proper algorithm, identifying              

the outliers and removing them would contribute a lot to data quality (Budde et al. , 2017). 

 

Machine intelligence for anomaly removal : Use of machine intelligence to analyze the data and               

remove the anomalies is one of the known mechanisms in software engineering. Similar             

approach can be used for citizen science data with little modifications (Kelling et al. , 2009). 
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In the table below, we present different mechanisms that when applied at different stages help               

achieve and improve data quality in citizen science projects. 

 

Table 5 : Framework Illu 

Before During After 

Participation selection &   

Training (Nov, Arazy and    

Anderson, 2014) Community Learning (Wiggins and He, 2016) 

Data Cleansing (Khoshgoftaar et al.,     

2006) 

Expert Guidance (Guo et al.,     
2015) 

Cross Participant Ranking (Wiggins and He,      

2016),(Wiggins et al. , 2011) 

Expert Analysis from multiple    

experts (Wiggins and He, 2016),     

(Budde et al. , 2017),(Loss et al. ,      

2015) 

Attribute Learning  
(Lukyanenko, Parsons and   
Wiersma, 2016) Expert Evaluation (Roman et al. , 2017) 

Crowdsource verification (Wiggins   

and He, 2016), (Mitra, Hutto and      

Gilbert, 2015) 

Collective Building  

(Buytaert et al. , 2014) Roll updates after thorough testing Surveys (Kananura et al., 2017) 

Gamification (Budde et   

al.,2017) 

Proof gathering (media, description) (Roman     

et al., 2017),(Wiggins et al. , 2011) 

Data quality Documentation   

(Wiggins et al., 2011) 

Interactive Quiz (Bonney et    

al., 2009) 

Consider attribute based descriptions    

(Lukyanenko, Parsons and Wiersma, 2016) 

human and machine filters (Wiggins     

and He, 2016) 

Context Establishment 

Data Model (Alabri and Hunter,     

2010),(Wiggins et al. , 2011) 

Data Model (Alabri and Hunter,     

2010),(Wiggins et al. , 2011) 

Manuals, Guides, Video   

tutorials, Podcasts,  

Newsletters, FAQs (Bonney   

et al. , 2009) 

Validation using Social Media and     

crowdsourcing (Kim, Mankoff and Paulos,     

2013), (Welvaert and Caley, 2016) 

Analyze Alternative Sources,   

Historical Trends (Hunter, Alabri    

and van Ingen, 2012) 

Data Model (Alabri and    

Hunter, 2010),(Wiggins et   

al., 2011) Verification (Budde et al., 2017) 

Verification & Validation (Budde et     

al., 2017), (Alabri and Hunter, 2010) 

Hardware Configurations  Feedback (Budde et al., 2017),(Alabri and      Ranking observations based on    
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(Maisonneuve, Stevens and   

Ochab, 2010) 

Hunter, 2010) metrics and mechanisms 

Fix platform anomalies   

(Maisonneuve, Stevens and   

Ochab, 2010) 

Ability to edit observations (Wiggins and He,       

2016) 

Sampling - statistical analysis    

(Wiggins and He, 2016), (Welvaert     

and Caley, 2016) 

System checks  

(Maisonneuve, Stevens and   

Ochab, 2010) 

Automatic recognition techniques (Kelling et     

al., 2009), (Wiggins et al., 2011) 

Nonparametric and semi-parametric   

statistical modeling for bias (Cheng     

et al., 2018) 

Hardware Calibrations  

(Maisonneuve, Stevens and   

Ochab, 2010) 

Flagging Irrelevant Observations(Mashhadi   

and Capra, 2011) 

Context recognition (Budde et al. ,     

2017) 

Easy to use application 

Disruption tolerant services - Temporary local      

storage for connectivity issues (Guo et al. ,       

2015) 

Anonymisation and asking other    

participants to rank (Wiggins and     

He, 2016) 

Visualisation of data as    

motivation (Sullivan et al.,    

2009) Verify the observation for issues on device 

Data Triangulation (Welvaert and    

Caley, 2016),(Alabri and Hunter,    

2010),(Loss et al., 2015),(Wiggins et     

al., 2011) 

Consider future updates 

User pattern identification (Jaimes,    

Vergara-Laurens and Raij, 2015) 

Data normalization, Anomalies   

removal (Budde et al.,    

2017),(Wiggins et al. , 2011) 

 Source Verification (Alabri and Hunter, 2010) 

Group similar observations -    

Ranking (Alabri and Hunter, 2010) 

 Filtering spam (Alabri and Hunter, 2010) 

Finding & fixing outliers (Budde et      

al., 2017) 

 

Ranking observations (Alabri and Hunter,     

2010) 

Tailor code for hardware corrections     

(Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab,    

2010) 

 

Bias identification (Mashhadi and Capra,     

2011), (Kosmala et al. , 2016) 

Machine Intelligence for anomaly    

removal (Kelling et al., 2009) 

 

Tailor code for hardware corrections     

(Maisonneuve, Stevens and Ochab, 2010)  
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 Provide dropdowns where ever possible  

 

Ask for supporting information before     

submitting  

 Confirm with participant before submission  

 Observation Pattern Identification  
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5  Discussion 

This section will discuss how the findings from this thesis work are related to previous studies                

and theories, what the remaining challenges are, and finally what limitations are imposed in the               

study. 

5.1 RQ 1 : What are the data quality issues that citizen science projects face? 

Citizen science projects, if not properly designed, can face a lot of data quality issues at different                 

stages of the project. The issues might cause some simple issues to catastrophic issues making it                

hard to analyze the data collected.  

 

The primary issue every citizen science project has to face is during the selection of participants.                

Some common issues include participant selection (Ren et al. , 2015), geographical spread            

(Jaimes, Vergara-Laurens and Raij, 2015), unclear context, blind spots, biases (Crowston and            

Prestopnik, 2013). Many other issues arise if this step is not properly carried out.  

 

We have provided an overview of the common issues faced by citizen science projects under               

results (See table 6). 

5.2 RQ 2 : How do we measure the data quality in citizen science? 

Citizen science projects are run for a specific purpose. Each project has a different set of                

requirements. It is hard to generalize the measurement technique for data quality in citizen              

science projects. Some of the measurement techniques frequently used were validated by experts             

(Bristol Natural History Consortium, 2019), (iRecord, 2019), (Sullivan et al. , 2009), Checklists,            

automated filters (Sullivan et al. , 2009), User ranking (Ispotnature.org, 2019), classification           

(Jordan Raddick et al. , 2013). There are multiple ways to measure the quality.  

- One way is to find the attributes that are mainly required to define the data quality, find                 

the mechanisms which can help analyze the attributes and rate each observation based on              

the mechanisms selected.  
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- Other way is to the use of trust based mechanism where similar observations are grouped               

together and their accuracy is known.  

- Comparing data from other sources like historical data, social networks is another method             

to measure data quality. 

5.3 RQ 3 : What are the different mechanisms or metrics available currently for              

improving the data quality? 

Each citizen science project is defined for a different purpose. So, it is hard to generalize a set of                   

mechanisms that can be applied to all the projects. Depending on the type of the project and the                  

required outcomes of the project, a set of mechanisms are to be chosen which serve the purpose.                 

Over the period of time, multiple mechanisms were proposed by different practitioners of citizen              

science which helped them solve the issues they were facing. Some common mechanisms             

include training (Nov, Arazy and Anderson, 2014), proof gathering (Roman et al. ,2019),            

(Wiggins et al. , 2011), expert analysis from multiple experts (Wiggins and He, 2016), (Budde et               

al. , 2017), (Loss et al. , 2015), data triangulation (Welvaert and Caley, 2016), (Alabri and Hunter,               

2010), (Loss et al. , 2015), (Wiggins et al. , 2011). Andrew Wiggins, and Budde studied the               

citizen science projects along with their colleagues and proposed a few mechanisms which could              

help solve a few issues (Wiggins et al. , 2011), (Budde et al. , 2017). But there is no single                  

framework which explains all the issues and their possible solutions. This paper focuses on              

providing the list of issues of data quality generally faced and their probable solutions. As we                

have studied multiple projects and also have conducted experiments, the applications of            

framework would be broad in terms of data quality. 

 

A framework named Illu has been proposed with a set of mechanisms and metrics which can                

help in improving the data quality in citizen science projects. The mechanisms are classified into               

pre collection, during collection and post collection to facilitate and ease the flow of using them                

in the citizen science projects. 
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5.4 Sustainability Analysis 

Sustainable development has become a significant term in recent times. The term ‘sustainable             

development’ is defined as the “development that would satisfy the needs of the present without               

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland, Gro,             

1985).  

 

Supporting sustainability in software engineering would have an impact on our society,            

economy, and environment as software systems have a heavy impact on our lives. Though there               

is no standard definition for sustainable software engineering, a tremendous effort is being put on               

topics related to sustainable development such as network optimization, energy efficient coding            

(Owusu & Pattinson, 2012), smart grids ( Duboc et al. , 2019), (Friderikos, Helard, Porras, & Rao,               

2014), green IT (Penzenstadler et al. ,2012). 

 

In order to analyze the sustainability aspects of a project, a sustainability analysis model was               

proposed by Becker et al. (2016). It helps to assess the systemic effects of a software on the five                   

dimensions of sustainability i.e, individual, societal, economical, environmental, and technical .           

This model focuses on the following three core systemic effects defined by Hilty & Aebischer               

(2015): 

- Immediate effects: Direct effects of the entire life cycle of the software system. 

- Enabling effects: Appear from the use of the system over a long period. 

- Structural effects: “persistent changes observable at the macro level” (Hilty & 

Aebischer, 2015) . 
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Figure 11 : Sustainability Analysis 

 

For this thesis, there are two parts of sustainability analysis, one from the view of data quality                 

and the other with respect to Sensei. 

 

Sensei observations : As many mechanisms to improve data quality are included in the platform,               

they help people to develop healthy environmental interests which can directly trigger the             

aspects which can reduce the wastage saving them economically and when done in societal level,               

it not only saves economically but also helps in building sustainable community. Also, as the               

study is regarding environmental issues and data is circulated among the participants, it helps              

them understand the environmental issues immediately and they get good awareness in long term              

helping them inculcate a sustainable lifestyle. As Sensei is a co-created environment, projects             

like this would help in building communities of similar interests who when start inculcating              

sustainable habits help form a sustainable community which helps in reducing the carbon             

footprint of that community and building a sustainable ecosystem. 
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Data quality observations : Data quality helps citizens to perceive accurate information. In case              

of environmental studies, accurate information helps citizens to understand the environment           

which included with developing sustainable habits helps in building a sustainable lifestyle. When             

this accurate data is provided at a scale of society, it helps the society to make proper decisions                  

providing healthy benefits to the society. Also, as this data is of good quality, it increases the                 

economic value of data reducing the time and money to clean before using it. Also a lot can be                   

saved by proper predictions in terms of reducing the wastage. When the value of data is                

increased i.e, it is of higher quality, it increases usability, trust, helps make proper predictions               

and accurate analysis. It also smoothens the process of analysing the data which again helps in                

proper prediction which helps in reducing the carbon footprint and building a healthy ecosystem. 

5.5 Study Limitations 

There are a few observed limitations in the work due to the following factors - Sensei platform                 

was only available to use for registered participants in city of Lappeenranta and hence the               

amount of data captured was limited. The duration of the project was during the summer of 2018                 

which led to monitoring of specific subjects.  

 

Analysis of data of different projects was done with the assumption that no alterations were               

performed and original data was made available. Also, for the projects where the goals were not                

specified, data quality analysis was performed based on the results obtained. 

 

Few of the mechanisms were studied but not practically applied due to few constraints. Also,               

special focus was applied on attributes of Accuracy, Believability, Reputation, Accessibility,           

Data Security, Value-added, Relevancy, Completeness, Interpretability, Representational       

consistency. 

 

In addition to the stated metrics of data quality, there could be other metrics that may be relevant                  

for any other citizen science project, but are not considered in this project as each citizen science                 
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project is different in nature. Thus this framework could be used in case of any generic citizen                 

science project, but may not be completely applicable in a certain specific project.  
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6 Conclusion 

This thesis is set out to answer the research questions proposed at the beginning of the paper. In                  

order to do so, data from dozens of citizen science projects was studied, analyzed and a set of                  

mechanisms were assumed. To validate the mechanisms, a citizen sensing platform named sensei             

was developed incorporating the mechanisms. The experiment provided with a few more issues             

which were solved by trial and error method and the solutions were added to the mechanisms list                 

which helped in forming a framework ILLU. 

 

In conclusion, it can be said that citizen science projects are a capable way of conducting                

scientific studies of different nature and magnitude which was already proved by different             

studies like Galaxy zoo, eBird engaging thousands of citizens to monitor different aspects of              

environment. However, citizen science projects are prone to unreliable data if the researchers and              

scientist conducting the studies do not take into account the data quality aspects and incorporate               

the solutions to tackle the issue from the beginning of their study.  

 

This study identified 35 major issues that affect data quality in citizen science projects,              

categorized them into 8 groups based on similarities. Possible set of solutions to each issue was                

provided. 

 

In later part of the study, we present a framework called "ILLU", which includes mechanisms to                

tackle data quality issues in citizen science. It was developed using literature from the data               

quality field, case studies and expert interviews. This framework may be used by practitioners to               

design their projects to collect data with higher quality. One of the most important conclusions of                

this work is that though there are many mechanisms applied to improve the quality of data, there                 

might still be issues generated if they are not properly implemented and conveyed to the               

participants. 
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Appendix 1. Screenshot of the from the Sensei platform 
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Appendix 2. Interview 1 - Citizen science project developer 

This team has worked on developing a citizen science project which involved over 80000              

participants and ran over a span of 1 year. The main participant group was from North America.                 

It was a web based platform involving a questionnaire. 

 

Interview with developer in this project helped us understand some of the issues faced by his                

team and the solutions they found to solve those issues specific to citizen science projects. Some                

of the issues faced by the team were people dropping out, lack of geographical spread of                

participants, no clear idea of participants interests, problem with tracking the patterns, crash of              

website, resubmissions of observations. 

 

To solve the above problems, they have released a few versions solving few problems in each                

version. As this is a website, the releases were easy without the participant requiring to install or                 

update any applications.  

 

To solve the issues of dropping out, they have introduced gamification and incentivization.             

Though there was dropout after introduction of gamification and incentivization, it was very low              

compared to before. Also, new participants queued up to participate. To track the patterns of               

participants, cookies and browser fingerprints were used. Regular updates were released to keep             

the website from crashing. To block the resubmissions on the website, submit button was              

blocked after it is clicked once and a notification was sent once the observation is submitted.                

Issue of geographical spread wasn’t solved but data from alternate sources helped to minimize              

the effects to some extent. Apart from these, they have used the concepts of post-stratification               

analysis and giving weights with proportions for robustness checks. 
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Appendix 3. Interview 2 - Database Admins 

An admin from IBM and one from cognizant were interviewed to identify different issues they               

face with the quality of data in their daily life and how do they solve those issues. Their expertise                   

in the field helped us understand a few mechanisms which can be employed in citizen science                

projects. 

 

There are multiple issues which are found in databases but only few relate to the citizen science                 

projects. The main area where their inputs were used was after collection part of the framework. 

 

At the end of the session, a view of framework was shown to them and they helped us add a few                     

mechanisms which helped in finishing the framework. 
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